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INTRODUCTION 

For as far back as century, gay rights have been talked about and battled about in want to give 

level with rights to all individuals. Although gay relationships and sentiments were perceived 

as far into history as the seventh Century BC, the genuine activism has expanded since the 

beginning of the twentieth century. As time has advanced, gay rights have turned into a 

generally spread issue crosswise over numerous nations. Gays are liable to human rights 

manhandle in nations in each area of the world. The infringement they confront include 

killing as well as imprisonment, torture, and misuse pointed particularly at sexual minorities, 

for example, hones went for coercively changing their sexual orientation. The researcher here 

concentrate over a similar investigation of constitutional rights, the gays have in three 

nations; U.S.A., South Africa and India. 

GAY RIGHTS IN U.S.A. 

The Supreme Court has as of late just heard gay rights cases. In addition, the offended parties 

in 1986 endured a major defeat in the principal case, Bowers v. Hardwick. The Court has 

since overruled Bowers however its gay rights law is as yet tangled.  

In reality, gay marriage rivals foetus removal as a standout amongst the most disputable 

protected issues in the United States despite the fact that the U.S. Supreme Court has not 

decided the question. In the United States, same-sex marriage is perceived by the Federal 

Government and has been legitimized in U.S. states. Be that as it may, in conditions of 

Mississippi, Missouri, Arkansas, South Dakota, Nebraska Texas still don't perceive same-sex 

marriage. Such states have passed laws or constitutional amendments indicating that marriage 

is between a man and a lady.  

American Courts have split on gay marriage while progressively maintaining different rights 

for gay individuals. American cases concentrate more on security on the grounds that the 

equivalent assurance statement gives no exceptional insurance to gay individuals. For sure, 
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the U.S. Incomparable Court's most prominent triumph for gay individuals was substantive 

due process case, Lawrence v. Texas. 

 

 

 

Bowers V. Hardwick  

In 1986, the Supreme Court in Bowers v. Hardwick decided that there was no central 

appropriate to take part in gay person homosexuality. The greater part supposition, composed 

by Justice Byron White, contended that the Constitution did not give "a basic ideal to take 

part in gay person homosexuality." An agreeing feeling by Chief Justice Warren E. Burger 

referred to the "old roots" of restrictions against gay person sex, citing William Blackstone's 

depiction of gay person sex as a "notorious wrongdoing against nature", more regrettable than 

assault, and "a wrongdoing not fit to be named." Burger finished up: "To hold that the 

demonstration of gay person homosexuality is by one means or another ensured as a major 

right is thrown away centuries of good educating." The issue in Bowers included the privilege 

of protection. Since 1965's Griswold v. Connecticut the Court had held that a privilege to 

security was understood in the Due Process Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment to the 

United States Constitution. In Bowers, the Court held that this privilege did not reach out to 

private, consensual sexual direct, at any rate seeing that it included gay person sex.  

The difference, composed by Justice Harry Blackmun, confined the issue as rotating around 

the privilege to protection. Blackmun's dispute blamed the Court for a "general refusal to 

consider the wide rule that have educated our treatment of security in particular cases." in 

light of summons of religious taboos against homosexuality, Blackmun expressed: "That 

certain, however in no way, shape or form every single, religious gathering censure the 

conduct at issue gives the State no permit to force their judgments on the whole citizenry. 

The authenticity of mainstream enactment depends, rather, on whether the State can propel 

some avocation for its law past its adjustment to religious principle."  

Watkins V.United States Army  

In Watkins v. United States Army, The court held that gay people constitute a "suspect class" 

and that the court must apply "strict examination" to decide if there is a convincing state 
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intrigue that legitimizes a statute or direction that recognizes gay people as a classification. 

Utilizing that investigation, the board held that the avoidance of gay people from military 

administration abused the equivalent security provision of the Fourteenth Amendment. It 

particularly tended to just avoidance in light of somebody's sexual introduction 

(homosexuality as status), not rejection in view of practices related with one's sexual 

introduction (homosexuality as lead)  

Goodridge V. Dept. Of Public Health.  

Goodridge v. Dept. of Public Health, is a milestone state investigative court case managing 

same-sex marriage in Massachusetts. The November 18, 2003, choice was the first by a U.S. 

state's most astounding court to locate that same-sex couples had the privilege to wed. The 

conclusion stated: "We proclaim that banning a person from the assurances, advantages, and 

commitments of common marriage exclusively in light of the fact that that individual would 

wed a man of a similar sex disregards the Massachusetts Constitution."  

The confusion that "'marriage is reproduction, gives an official blessing on the ruinous 

generalization that same-sex connections are innately shaky and sub-par compared to inverse 

sex connections and are not deserving of regard." The marriage of a man and a lady as the 

"ideal setting for kid raising", is unessential and denying marriage licenses to one class of 

people does not influence the marriage examples of alternate class. “The Court reasoned that  

"It can't be objective under our laws, and surely it is not allowed, to punish youngsters by 

denying them of State advantages on the grounds that the State opposes their folks' sexual 

introduction.  

The marriage boycott works a profound and scarring hardship on an undeniable fragment of 

the group for no sound reason. The nonattendance of any sensible connection between, from 

one perspective, a flat out preclusion of same-sex couples who wish to go into common 

marriage and, on the other, security of general wellbeing, security, or general welfare, 

proposes that the marriage limitation is established in relentless biases against people who are  

gay person… . Constraining the securities, advantages, and commitments of common 

marriage to inverse sex couples abuses the essential premises of individual freedom and 

balance under law ensured by the Massachusetts Constitution."  

GAY RIGHTS IN SOUTH AFRICA 
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A standout amongst the most critical zones of the South African Constitutional Court's law is 

gay rights. The court has ruled for the offended parties in a few cases, notwithstanding 

nullifying same-sex marriage limitations. Given the bigot legacy of politically-sanctioned 

racial segregation, it is amazing that these cases are more conspicuous than the Court's racial 

separation cases.  

The one of a kind element of South African Constitution is that it was the first to perceive 

sexual introduction separation as possibly unfair. During the established drafting, gay 

promotion bunches played a dynamic and fruitful part squeezing for segregation assurances. 

Since appropriation of the South African Constitution, gay rights advocates have advanced 

their cause through political activism and a vital case battle pursued by the National Coalition 

for Gay and Lesbian Equality (NCGLE).  

Presently we have to examine certain historic point cases in South African Gay Rights 

Jurisprudence:  

The Sodomy Case  

The main Constitutional Court decision on gay rights struck down statutory and customary 

law limitations on homosexual male sodomy. In 1998 the Court ruled in National Coalition 

for Gay and Lesbian Equality v. Clergyman of Justice that these laws abused standards of 

correspondence, respect, and in addition the rights to protection. The Court clarified that such 

laws strengthens effectively existing societal biases and seriously builds the negative impacts 

of such partialities. The Court additionally held that such a law was a 'pride infringement'. 

The Court depended for support on choices from the European Court of Human Rights 

(ECHR) and Supreme Court of Canada. The Court dismisses the utilization of Bowers case as 

the South African Constitution contains express denial of out of line segregation on grounds 

of sexual introduction and express protection which is truant in United States' Constitution. 

Besides, the Court called attention to that American researchers had cruelly condemned the 

Bowers choice.  

The Immigrant Same-Sex Partner Case 

In 1999, the Court analysed whether the legislature could treat the administration a foreigner 

mate superior to the settler same-sex accomplice of a South African in National Gay and 

Lesbian Coalition for Gay and Lesbian Equality v Minister of Home Affairs. Justice 

Ackermann decided that this unequal treatment constituted unlawful segregation. The Court 
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said that the law just " manages security just to matrimonial connections between the heteros 

and bars any assurance to a lifetime insurance to an existence organization which involves a 

marital same-sex relationship open to gays and lesbians in amicability with their sexual 

introduction" The Court included that South African statutes have progressively perceived 

same-sex associations. The Court said that "procreative potential is not a characterizing 

normal for matrimonial connections." The Court additionally said that changing the law 

would not jeopardize customary marriage.  

Judges and Their Same Sex-Partners  

In July 2002, the Court chose Satchwell v. Republic of South Africa, deciding for a judge 

who asserted that her same-sex accomplice ought to get indistinguishable advantages to those 

got by the life partners of her wedded associates. One fascinating part of the choice is the 

Constitutional Courts' accentuation on African culture. “In certain African customary social 

orders lady to-lady relational unions are not obscure." The Court said that the Constitution 

can't force commitments towards accomplices where those accomplices have themselves 

neglected to take up commitments. The Court said that the "accomplice in a perpetual same-

sexual coexistence association" ought to likewise get benefits where "such accomplices… 

have attempted and conferred themselves to proportional obligations of support".  

Adoption by Gay Couples 

After in 2002, the Court in Du Toit v. Minister of Welfare ruled illegal a statute that restricted 

gay couples from being gatekeepers for youngsters. This toppled a lower court choice holding 

that just a single individual from same-sex couples could be a watchman. The established 

court underlined on the significance of "family life" in South Africa and also the "youngster's 

best advantages". The Court additionally included that the statute "doubtlessly overcomes the 

very quintessence and social motivation behind selection which is to give the dependability, 

responsibility, friendship and bolster vital to a youngster's advancement, which can be 

offered by appropriately qualified people," including gay couples. The law's "non-

acknowledgment of the primary candidate as a parent, with regards to her association with 

the second candidate and her association with the kin, sustains the myth of family 

homogeneity in light of one father/one mother display. It overlooks improvements that have 

taken in the nation, including the reception of the Constitution. The Court additionally tended 

to the nonappearance of an administrative system to secure these youngsters if same-sex 

associations were to separate.  
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Gay Marriage 

The Constitutional Court's 2005 support of gay marriage in Minister of Home Affairs v. 

Fourie might be the most globally unmistakable decision. There were two issues in Fourie. In 

the first place, the custom-based law characterized marriage as the "union of one man with 

one lady, to the rejection, while it keeps going, of all others. Second the Marriage Act 25 of 

1961(" Marriage Act") required the marriage officers to ask the wedding parties a question 

that was worded in a way that prohibited same-sex couples (e.g. the question accepted that a 

man was wedding a lady). Both the judges of the interest seat concurred that the customary 

law separated on the premise of sexual introduction yet they differ on what to do with the 

Marriage Act. Equity Edwin Cameron called attention to that the gay individuals ought to go 

for residential organization acknowledgment and that marriage could remain the worldview 

for heteros.  

The Civil Union Act 

With the Fourie decision, it looked as if South Africa would join Belgium, Canada, the 

Netherlands, Spain and Massachusetts as the only governments on the planet legitimizing gay 

marriage. Be that as it may, things turned out poorly gay marriage advocates arranged. 

Parliament's underlying common union bill just approved common associations for same-sex 

couples, not marriage. Gay marriage advocates said that permitting just polite unions would 

propagate their status as peons and the bill being proportional to "isolated however 

equivalent". At last the bill was changed to permit grown-up couples of any sort to wed or go 

into common organizations.  

The court's intensity in these gay rights cases is striking and this structures the very premise 

of the gay rights statute of South Africa.  

GAY RIGHTS IN INDIA 

In contrast to U.S.A and South Africa the scene of Gay rights in India is exceptionally 

depressing or we can likewise say non-existent. Homosexuality is generally a forbidden 
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subject in Indian common society and for the administration as homophobia is exceptionally 

predominant in India. Public discussion of homosexuality in India has been hindered by the 

way that sexuality in any frame is once in a while talked about straightforwardly. Gay person 

intercourse was made a criminal offense under Section 377 of the Indian Penal Code, 1860. 

So there is no doubt for different rights like marriage, appropriation and so on to exist in such 

a situation.  

SECTION 377 

Section 377 of the Indian Penal Code which was sanctioned during the British organization in 

India in 1860. Section 377 made an offense of deliberately having carnal intercourse "against 

the order of nature" with any man, lady or creature, punishable of up to ten years detainment 

or a fine. The section appears to be unbiased in that it criminalizes certain sexual 

demonstrations and not individuals and their personalities. Be that as it may, it has never been 

utilized against consenting heterosexual persons and has been abused against gay person. The 

essential issue with the arrangement of law is that it doesn't think about age or assent. 

Therefore, it criminalizes adult consensual same sex acts. The battle against section 377 has 

been going ahead since 2001 under the steady gaze of the courts. It began with the petition of 

by Naz Foundation before the High Court of Delhi.  

Naz Foundation V. Govt. Of NCT Of Delhi  

In 2009, the High Court acknowledged its contentions that consensual same-sex sexual 

relations between grown-ups ought to be decriminalized, holding that such criminalisation 

was in repudiation of the Constitutional rights to life and individual freedom, equity under the 

watchful eye of the law and non- discrimination. In achieving its choice, while the court set a 

lot of accentuation on household judgments, the court likewise depended on similar law in 

achieving its choice, referring to judgements from different jurisdictions including the 

European Court of Human Rights, the United Kingdom, the Republic of Ireland, South Africa 

and the USA.  

The Court also held that Section 377 irritates the assurance of equity revered in Article 14 of 

the Constitution, since it makes an irrational order and targets gay people as a class. Article 

15 of the Constitution precludes separation in light of specific attributes, including sex. The 

Court held that "sex" incorporates organic sex as well as sexual introduction, and 

consequently separation on the ground of sexual introduction is not passable under Article 15. 
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The Court additionally noticed that the privilege to life under Article 21 incorporates the 

privilege to wellbeing, and presumed that Section 377 is an obstacle to general wellbeing 

since it ruins HIV-counteractive action efforts. The Court did not strike down Section 377 

overall. The section was pronounced illegal in so far it criminalizes consensual sexual 

demonstrations of adults in private. The Court presumed that:  

"Section 377 criminalizes the demonstrations of sexual minorities, especially men who have 

intercourse with men. It excessively influences them exclusively on the premise of their 

sexual introduction. The arrangement runs counter to the sacred qualities and the thought of 

human nobility which is thought to be the foundation of our Constitution".  

Suresh Kumar Koushal V.NAZ Foundation 

The Supreme Court in this case switched the judgment of the Delhi High Court and held that 

section 377 does not violates the constitution and is subsequently substantial. The Supreme 

Court contemplated its judgment on a few grounds. To start with, it held that all laws 

instituted by Parliament are presumed to be valid under the Constitution. The Supreme Court 

held that there is insufficient proof to demonstrate that S.377 IPC is invalid under the 

Constitution. The Court held that there is almost no proof to demonstrate that the 

arrangement is being abused by the police. Additionally, on the grounds that the police might 

abuse a law, does not consequently imply that the law is invalid. There must be something in 

the way of the law itself that is illegal. As per the Supreme Court, the law can be actualized 

without abuse. It was likewise contended under the steady gaze of the Supreme Court that in 

light of the fact that S.377 applies to certain sexual direct, it basically implies that all types of 

sexual expression by LGBT individuals would be unnatural. This would imply that any 

sexual lead by such individuals would be illicit. Hence, S.377 denies all sexual articulation of 

LGBT people. The Supreme Court couldn't help contradicting this contention and held that 

S.377 talks just of sexual acts and does not talk about sexual introduction or sex character. 

This would imply that even heterosexual under S.377 would be rebuffed. In this way, the area 

does not target LGBT people as a class.  

Encourage, the Supreme Court held that the Delhi High Court in its uneasiness to maintain 

the alleged privileges of LGBT people had depended on cases from different nations. They 

are of the assessment that cases from different nations can't be straightforwardly utilized as a 

part of the setting of India. Hence, critical cases from South Africa, Fiji, Nepal, USA and so 

forth where homosexuality was decriminalized was not considered by the Supreme Court.  
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Reactions of SC Judgment  

The decision of the Supreme Court was gotten by a flood of dissents traversing the nation 

over. The decision choice of the Supreme Court isn't right a result of a few reasons.  

The Supreme Court held that the LGBT people group is a to a great degree small and 

unimportant minority. This is wrong on the premise of information too. In any case, 

regardless of the possibility that the number of inhabitants in LGBT individuals is in truth 

modest, it doesn't influence the subject of provocation or sacred rights. The infringement of 

the privilege of one individual is as genuine as that of a great many individuals.  

The Supreme Court has bombed in its choice to comprehend the size of abuse of S.377 by the 

police against individuals of the LGBT people. Be that as it may, this is wrong since it does 

exclude the quantity of police dissensions, captures or provocation on the premise of this 

Section. There are a few understood occasions of mishandle and badgering by the police 

which the Supreme Court neglects to consider.  

The Supreme Court is wrong in its use of laws from different nations. It doesn't consider the 

way that same-sex acts have been decriminalized in a great deal of nations, including the UK 

and the USA. The Supreme Court ought to have considered the choices from different nations 

as it generally has been doing. For this situation, the Supreme Court disregarded remote 

choices.  

The Supreme Court held that the law ought to be changed by Parliament and not the Court. In 

any case, the Supreme Court was never made a request to change the law! It is the obligation 

of the Court to limit or strike down a law which is against the Constitution. The Supreme 

Court needed to do that for this situation, which it neglected to do. 

Critical Appraisal 

When we think about the three jurisdiction we see that the gay rights law is in an incipient 

stage in India. India needs to take a note of the point of interest choices from both the wards 

so as to build up its own administration of rights for gays. Gay rights are the new facade of 
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human rights and Indian constitution which has provisions for uniformity needs to give equal 

rights to gays as well.  

The Indian culture is as yet not prepared to acknowledge gays but rather if Section 377 

prohibits consensual sex then unquestionably the gays won't be considers to be offenders in 

their own nation. 
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